
Blank Scope tool-sheets
For instructions about how to use these tools see
the Tools for Change-mapping book



This tool is adapted from a weblog by Tom Graves http://weblog.
tetradian.com/2012/06/06/inside-in-inside-out-outside-in-outside-out/

Inside/Out tool
Mission identification: 

See Tools for Change-mapping, page 40 for instructions.

AIDA designed by Elias St. Elmo Lewis.
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This tool is adapted from a weblog written by Tom Graves.
http://weblog.tetradian.com/2018/04/11/sensemaking-and-the-flocking-of-boyds/

Decision tool
Mission identification: 

See Tools for Change-mapping, page 44 for instructions.

Act

Sense

Make sense

Decide

How are decisions made in the organisation?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision-making#Decision-making_techniques

Task to be resolved (How would the issue be resolved)

Task to be resolved (How will the group of decisions be made to suit all stakeholders)

Note individual best decision outcome
Note collective best decision outcome
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This tool is adapted from a weblog written by Tom Graves.
http://weblog.tetradian.com/2016/06/10/managers-and-leaders/

Leadership tool (page 1 of 2)
Mission identification: 

See Tools for Change-mapping, page 44 for instructions.

Task to resolve an issue

This tool-sheet is continued on the next page.

Context questions
How would you establish the big-picture which surrounds the issue?

How would you establish vision, values, regulations and more while resolving the issue?

How would you establish success criteria while resolving the issue?

Scope questions
How would you establish who are the stakeholders affected by the issue?

How would you establish the scope of a project to resolve the issue?

How would you establish the requirements of a project to resolve the issue?

How would you establish the priorities of a project to resolve the issue?

How would you establish the skills required to resolve uncertainties?

How would you resolve clashes between stakeholders and staff?

Testing leadership qualities What would the leader do under these conditions?



This tool is adapted from a weblog written by Tom Graves.
http://weblog.tetradian.com/2016/06/10/managers-and-leaders/

Leadership tool (page 2 of 2)
Mission identification: 

See Tools for Change-mapping, page 48 for instructions.

Plan questions
How would you plan to resolve the task, step by step?

How would you create communication between departments, while resolving the task?

How would you create coordination between departments, while resolving the task?

How would you resolve the task with a reduced budget, and no access to more funds?

How would you resolve the task with reduced staff, and no more were available?

How would you resolve the task with reduced information, and none was available?

How would you resolve the task with reduced equipment, and no more was available?

How would you resolve the task with reduced time, and no more was available?

How would you resolve the task with less space, and no more was available?

Action questions
How would you tackle staff panic while trying to resolve the task?

How would you record the task being resolved, for future reference?

Review questions 

How would you compare the task’s resolution against the success criteria?

How would you support quality, skills and process improvement?

What would you do differently if the task was repeated?



This tool is adapted from the Skills Labyrinth tool designed by Tom Graves.
http://weblog.tetradian.com/2015/08/19/seven-sins-7-lost-in-the-learning-labyrinth/

Skills learning tool
Mission identification: 

See Tools for Change-mapping, page 52 for instructions.

Relational AspirationalVirtual Physical

Rate how your organisation supports 
skills learning.

Perfection
What are we aiming for, 
but can never reach, it 

can always be improved.

4. Skilled, some experience

5. Last minute nerves

3.
 S
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e sk

ill,
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1. No skill, no experience

6. Highly skilled, highly experienced

2. Beginners luck

What stage are you at learning your new skill? 



This tool is adapted from the Tetradian Swamp Metaphor, see:
http://weblog.tetradian.com/2012/08/12/sensemaking-modes-and-disciplines/

Modes tool
Mission identification: 

See Tools for Change-mapping, page 56 for instructions.

We run the project as a Scientist
“I verify the truth of things in 
relation to others”.
“I make the unknown known
and create rules”.
“But I can want to continuously refine my evidence, delaying its use”.

We run the project as a Believer
“I follow the rules and deliver 
results consistently”.
“I am reliable, dedicated and I stick 
to the plan”.
“But I can become dependent on rules and without them I can become 
ineffective”.

We run the project as a Builder
“I take what others have found and 
replicate them to resolve issues”.
“I can adapt ideas to best resolve an issue through simple methods”.
“But I prefer known reliable methods and 
I am unlikely to innovate”.

We run the project as an Artist
“I explore the unknown to see what’s 
out there”.
“I am highly innovative and come up with ideas that no one else could”.
“But I tend not to stick to one thing and see it through”. 

Imagine your project was run with only one of these modes.

Which combination of modes would best suit your project?



This tool is adapted from the SEMPER tool designed by Tom Graves.
See: http://tetradian.com/tools/ecanvas/semperabout/

SEMPER tool
Mission identification: 

See Tools for Change-mapping, page 56 for instructions.

C1: Our organisation’s vision, values and purpose includes social and global concerns.

C2: Our organisation’s vision, values and purpose inspire personal commitment by members.

C3: Our organisation’s vision, values and purpose are clear, simple and easy to apply in practice.

C4: Our organisation’s vision, values and purpose provide clear guidelines to manage change.

C5: Our organisation’s vision, values and purpose anchor all aspects of the enterprise.

S1: Relationships support business purpose within our organisation.

S2: Personal element of relationships is supported within our organisation.

S3: Relationships and trust are easily created, supported and maintained within our organisation.

S4: Relationships are grounded in balanced ‘fair exchange’ within our organisation.

S5: Relationships and ‘feel’ help to bring everything together within our organisation.

P1: Knowledge and beliefs support business purpose within our organisation.

P2: Personal knowledge is recognised, supported and shared within our organisation.

P3: Support is provided for innovation, creativity and development of skills within our organisation.

P4: Knowledge provided is available, accurate and complete within our organisation.

P5: Knowledge supports the whole enterprise within our organisation.

A1: Tasks, skills, facilities and resources support purpose within our organisation.

A2: Skills and resources are of suitable quality for each task within our organisation.

A3: Work-processes are efficient and support enterprise performance within our organisation.

A4: Skills, resources and environment support consistent results within our organisation.

A5: Work-processes provide a focus for the whole enterprise within our organisation

R1: Metrics indicate when the enterprise is effective and ‘on purpose’ within our organisation.

R2: Integration supports diversity of skills, background and experience within our organisation.

R3: Beliefs and business models support overall integration within our organisation.

R4: Everyone is involved in system-wide feedback and reflection within our organisation.

R5: Appropriate metrics support overall integration within our organisation.
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This tool is adapted from a log written by Tom Graves: 
http://weblog.tetradian.com/2013/06/10/notes-actors-agents-extras-in-enterprise/

NOTES tool
Mission identification: 

See Tools for Change-mapping, page 64 for instructions.

Director

Writer

Art department (Design)

Production (Management)

Transportation (Logistics)

Safety

Legal

IT

Casting (HR)

Cyber security

Sales

Marketing

Environmental

Overall strategy

Editing Accounts Audience

Critics

Pre-production

Advisors (Experts)

 

Locations

Props

Special effects 
(Unusual circumstances)

Cast

Camera, lighting, sound
(General running of  the organisation)



Knock-on effects tool
Mission identification: 

See Tools for Change-mapping, page 68 for instructions.

Potential general knock-on effects of ________________________________

Potential general knock-on effects of ________________________________

which leads to

which leads to

which leads to

Roll one dice, note result

Roll two dice, note result

Roll three dice, note result

01. Effects on air quality
02. Climate effects

02. Climate effects 
03. Effects on delays 
04. Effects on sus*

03. Effects on delays 
04. Effects on sus*
05. Service effects
06. Effects on time

03. Effects on delays 
04. Effects on sus*

05. Service effects
06. Effects on time
07. Effects on costs
08. Effects on staff

07. Effects on costs
08. Effects on staff
09. Effects on managers
10. Effects on clients
11. Effects on leadership

05. Service effects
06. Effects on time

09. Effects on managers
10. Effects on clients
11. Effects on leadership
12. Effects on revenue

12. Effects on revenue
13. Effects on security
14. Effect on DR** 
15. Effects on IT 
16. Effects on environ.***

17. Effects on pollution
18. Effects on waste

Roll four dice, note result
04. Effects on sustainability
05. Service effects
06. Effects on time
07. Effects on costs
08. Effects on staff
09. Effects on managers

10. Effects on clients
11. Effects on leadership
12. Effects on revenue
13. Effects on security
14. Effect on DR**
15. Effects on IT 

16. Effects on environ.***
17. Effects on pollution
18. Effects on waste
19.  Effects on H&S****
20. Effects on values
21. Effects on freedom

22. Information effects
23. Effects on tech.
24. Effects on world

*Sustainability
** Disaster recovery 
***Natural environment
****Health and safety


